HOW MUCH DOES

Robotic Process Automation

really COST?
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Making the business case for Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) is easy—
businesses can readily see the value
of shifting mundane, labor-intensive,
repetitive tasks from humans to robots.
After all, the benefits of RPA adoption
are significant; a recent Deloitte study
confirmed that RPA results in:
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These figures undoubtedly help promote RPA as THE next big thing the business world has
been seeking. However, not all that is gold glitters.
While 78% of companies that have already implemented RPA expect to increase their
investment in the next three years, only 3% of organizations have successfully scaled their
digital workforce. Even more alarming, a recent EY study indicated that 30-50% of all RPA
initiatives have failed. While you’re bound to see some ROI as you initially begin automating
high-volume processes, those savings will not surpass automation’s total cost to the business.

THE COST OF AUTOMATION

Determining an RPA solution’s price depends on the number of bots and software components
that make up your deployment. On average, a single bot (or unit) tends to cost somewhere
between $5,000 and $15,000. However, according to HfS, licensing only accounts for 25-30% of
the cost of RPA. The other 75% presents itself as a combination of the following:
YEARLY RPA LICENSE
RENEWAL FEES

INFRASTRUCTURE
SETUP

MAINTENANCE, AND
EXPANSION COSTS

TRAINING AND/
OR HIRING FOR
INTERNAL SMES

THIRD-PARTY
INTEGRATIONS &
RENEWALS

CONSULTING COSTS
FOR IMPLEMENTATION

COSTLY BREAK-FIX
CYCLES THAT LIMIT
RPA’S TRUE POTENTIAL

(VIA THE RPA VENDOR OR A
THIRD-PARTY)

(COST OF COMPLEMENTARY
SOFTWARE LIKE PROCESS
MINING & DISCOVERY, ETC.)

MAXIMIZING YOUR INVESTMENT

Yes, RPA is applicable across a multitude of industries, but it is not a turnkey solution.
Without the right strategy and complementary tools, your RPA implementation can
quickly get caught in costs that keep it from delivering on expected ROI.
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When considering RPA for your organization, you must also consider the following:

Robots are
only as good
as they’re
programmed
to be; the right
upfront design
can significantly reduce
RPA maintenance and
support.

Maximizing the impact
of your RPA investment
requires a commitment
to cross-functional
teamwork. Impactful
process improvement
demands the centralized, collaborative
effort of your organization’s business
and IT functions.

Process improvement
/ optimization and
process automation
go hand in hand.
Optimizing a business
process before
automating it is one of the keys
to successfully implementing
automation at scale.

Ultimately the key to RPA success is understanding that it is not a silver bullet. Instead, RPA is a
cog in the wheel of your business that, when appropriately oiled, can turn far more efficiently.
Blueprint helps companies successfully scale RPA, cot costs, and achieve ROI 5x faster than
RPA alone. Blueprint’s Enterprise Automation Suite is the business process command center
driving your robotic process automation culture. The suite provides a central repository where
all stakeholders can collaboratively design, define, optimize, and store complex, end-to-end
processes. With Blueprint, process improvement is transparent, ensuring both business and IT
can visualize and gain alignment during the design and optimization stages.
Digital Blueprints provide the context, visibility, and alignment modern enterprises need to
design and deliver high-quality RPA implementations in half the time.
Drive high-impact business value and transform your business with Blueprint.

www.blueprintsys.com

